
Jess and George met at party in 2009, Jess and George met at party in 
2009, with their spontaneous duet of the Prince song, "Pussy Control". 
Soon after that they formed a band around a principle of originality and 
ruthless editing of their work. The name of the band draws inspiration 
from southern author William Faulkner who would tell his writing 
students that 'sometimes in writing you must strangle your darlings'. 

Jess is a trained classical violinist but picked up cello and discovered that 
she was actually a bass player. George found his degree in English Lit pays better as an indie musician and so learned the 
mandolin. They have written and toured as a full band but once they decided to tour the US full time and in a 20 foot RV, 
there was only enough extra room for their little dog. 

The music is built on deep sense of rhythm and groove, 
carried by George on mandolin and Jess on custom 
tenor bass & foot drums. His mandolin bursts out in 
slalom of notes and snare drum rhythms. Her solid 
body custom tenor bass weaves an intricate counter 
melody and her feet pound a percussive groove.  The 
voices and the lyrics are the hidden third member of 
the band and the story behind the music.  

The songs work with nontraditional subjects for 
inspiration. Some song subjects include: the works of 
great authors (Faulkner, William Blake, Gabriel Garcia 
Marquez, Donald Bartheleme, Anna Ahkmatova) as 
well as witchcraft in the Civil War, the morality of 
Somali piracy and the media impact of Neil Armstrong.  

Strangled Darlings have released 3 full length albums and one EP, receiving critical praise from local and national press 
alike.  In between touring, they live in South Londonderry, Vermont.   

PRESS QUOTES: 

"Take what you think you know about folk music, Americana and the likes of that, crumple it up and set it on fire or 
something. Strangled Darlings have expert song writing, exquisite musicianship, funky beats, flowing melodies and a 
twisted sense of humor."  
 - New England Music News 

“Strangled Darlings are one of the few folk duos that deftly mix genres, emotions and observations to not only share 

what they’re thinking, but help you better clarify your own impressions. Isn’t that what great music is all about?” 

- American Songwriter 

"Strangled Darlings have created a brand of swampy, darkly grooving, foot stomping music." 
- Anchorage Press 

"Driven by relentless descending bass riffs and some cookin' mandolin." 
- Folio 

"Veech’s voice is full of passion and ruggedness, mixing folk with punk and creating a new genre that makes a statement 
and stands tall." 
- Magnet Magazine 
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